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Good reviews for PhD program
In spring 2009, the University at Buffalo’s 

Office of Comprehensive Program Reviews 

(OCPR) conducted a quality assessment of 

the School of Social Work doctoral program. 

 Jill D. Berrick of the University of Califor-

nia–Berkeley and Lorraine Gutierrez of the 

University of Michigan served as evaluators.  

 More than 75 percent of the program’s 

graduates over the past five years are em-

ployed as full-time faculty; many graduates 

from earlier cohorts have advanced through 

the academic ranks; and an additional 12 

percent of program graduates are employed 

full-time as researchers. The reviewers 

observed that the majority of the doctoral 

students “were extremely enthusiastic about 

their program.  They gave high marks for the 

high standards, academic rigor, thorough 

professional preparation and individualized 

mentorship they received in this program.” 

 The review recognized the Buffalo Center 

for Social Research as an important resource 

supporting doctoral studies and, ultimately, 

providing a foundation for students’ success 

as faculty at other universities.   

 The external reviewers noted that the 

research partnerships the program has devel-

oped in the community benefit both doctoral 

students and the community.

News of the School
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New roles, new face
denise Krause has been promoted to profes-

sor, the first member of the school’s clinical 

faculty to achieve this faculty rank. She is as-

sociate dean for community engagement and 

alumni relations. 

Kathleen Kost, who has held the position 

of associate dean for academic affairs for the 

past five years, has returned to the faculty. 

Under her leadership, the school made 

significant organizational changes; she also 

guided the work of the MSW committee that 

developed the new orientation of the cur-

riculum (see story on Page 8).  

hoWard J. douecK has been appointed 

associate dean for academic affairs. Doueck 

was associate dean for faculty develop-

ment and had been director of the doctoral 

program.  

diane elze was appointed director of the 

MSW program. In that role, she guided the 

submission of the Alternative Reaffirma-

tion Project—a form of accreditation—to 

the Council on Social Work Education. The 

council accepted the submission, “Develop-

ing Concepts, Framework, and Applications 

of a Trauma-Informed, Human Rights Per-

spective in Social Work Education,” without 

revision.

dana reed has joined the school as student 

services coordinator. Most recently, she was 

assistant director for assessment programs at 

Student Voice. She has held administrative 

positions at Mt. San Antonio Community 

College, Arizona State University and Iowa 

State University.  Reed earned her MEd 

in higher education from Arizona State 

University.

Kathryn Kendall has been promoted to 

assistant dean for admissions and recruit-

ment. 

sharon herlehy, assistant director of field 

education, has retired. We wish her the best 

as she leaves to pursue lifelong interests.  

marJorie Quartley has joined the school 

as field education coordinator. She was for-

merly a supervisor with Catholic Charities 

of Buffalo.
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From dean  
nancy J. smyth

Incoming classes
The School of Social Work began 

the 2009-10 academic year with 

an enrollment of 505. The MSW 

program enrolled 100 new stu-

dents to the full-time program, 

47 students to full-time advanced 

standing and 10 students to 

part-time advanced standing. 

This year, 12 percent of full-time 

students come to the school from 

outside New York, attracted by the flexibility the MSW program offers. 

 The PhD program is also developing an international reputation.  This year’s cohort of five 

new students includes two from outside the U.S. The annual PhD student-faculty reception 

this fall drew a crowd that included most of the incoming students.

Tribute to supporters of the school
A Wall of Donors was unveiled Oct. 1 at the Twentieth Century Club in downtown Buffalo.  

After two years of planning, Dean Nancy Smyth and Mantha Saleh-Wyse, the school’s director 

of development, hosted a reception for donors and friends of the school. The wall, now locat-

ed at the school, captures the history of the school and recognizes the importance of donors as 

living proof of the difference that social workers make in our local and global communities.

Distinguished speakers
The School of Social Work Distinguished Speakers Series presented its first speaker as part 

of the school’s 75th anniversary gala weekend when Elizabeth Robinson, PhD, LLMSW, an 

MPH researcher in the Addictions Research Center, Department of Psychiatry, University of 

Michigan, presented “Spiritual Change in Recovery From Alcoholism.” Robinson said it was 

wonderful to be back at the University at Buffalo where she was an assistant professor in the 

School of Social Work from 1990 to 1992. Her lecture presented intriguing findings about the 

role of spirituality in recovery and the problem of religious alienation in those struggling with 

recovery, especially women.  

Hartford Partnership success
The Hartford Partnership Program in Aging Education, under the leadership of Deborah 

Waldrop and Laura Lewis, director of field education, recently received $74,982 from the 

Community Health Foundation of Central 

and Western New York and $2,000 from the 

Amherst Senior Citizens Foundation. The 

Hartford Partnership Program helps provide 

MSW students coordinated, intensive and 

innovative experiences with health care and 

service providers that work with the aging 

population in Western New York.   
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The University at Buffalo School 

of Social Work graduated its first 

professional social workers during the 

Great Depression. Largely trained as 

caseworkers to assist poor families, they 

provided services through agencies, 

hospitals and schools.  

In the succeeding 75 years, the school 

has educated more than 5,000 social 

workers. On the occasion of our 75th 

anniversary, we celebrate their achieve-

ments and the impact they and our 

faculty have had on our region, the 

nation and the world.  Each alum-

nus has been living proof that social 

workers make a difference in countless 

lives during the course of their careers.  

What’s more, the clients, organizations 

and communities they helped have, in 

turn, improved the lives of innumerable 

others through successive generations.  

We have built proudly on that founda-

tion with our nationally recognized 

PhD program and our innovative new 

master’s curriculum grounded in both 

trauma-informed and human rights 

perspectives. Preventing and ameliorat-

ing the effects of trauma and supporting 

human rights are critical themes for the 

21st-century world, goals that are key 

to creating a peaceful, sustainable world 

for all of humanity. The UB School of 

Social Work—alumni, students, faculty 

and staff—is the living proof that social 

work makes a difference in the world.

Nancy J. Smyth, PhD, LCSW

PhD students (from left) Supurna Soni, Sharaddha Prabhu, Yaling Chen, 
Savra Frouenfelker, Whitney Boccabella.

Deborah Waldrop with Steven D. Szubinski, chair, 
Amherst Senior Citizens Foundation.



Happy 75th!
The School of Social Work’s 75th Anniversary Gala on Oct. 24 was a glorious  

evening of homage to the past, excitment for the future and just plain fun in the  
moment. More than 250 alumni, faculty, students, friends and family showed how to 
put the social into social worker. Proceeds from the event went to the 75th Anniver-
sary Alumni Scholarship Fund. Gala co-chairs Bruce Nisbet and Catherine Dulmus 

and their fellow gala-committee members made it a perfect party.

Photos by Mark Mulville
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  let the good times roll!    From left: Peter and barbara rittner with John and toby laping.  

  Juan matias does the honors for mildred colon.    catholic charities’ dennis Walczyk 

with dean nancy smyth.    nicole tomasello and devon zuccarelli warm up.    servers 

bearing a dessert fit for a 75-year-old.    the calm before the dance floor.    Kate hacker, 

marjorie Quartley, maria Piccone and laura lewis.  
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  catherine dulmus and robert Keefe.    social  

workers gone wild.    mantha saleh-Wyse and anna 

cerrato.    From left: bruce nisbet, zoe Kosten, de-

nise Krause, susan green and members of the allen family: 

david, brigitte, elsie and John.    carolyn and howard 

doueck.    Kathleen Kost talks with deborah Waldrop.  

  some like it slow.    and some like it hot.  
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For 75 years, the University at Buffalo School of Social Work has educated practitioners and researchers  

to be leaders in their field. Our graduates have made a difference in thousands and thousands of lives,  

one by one; and our graduates have changed the face of social work practice itself.  

The School of Social Work continues a proud tradition of leadership in education, research and practice.

BELIEVING
THAT ANY PERSON IN NEED 
     CAN BE HELPED



reFraming the msW curriculumby Charoltte Hsu

Through a New Lens
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WE kNOW SOLDIERS are not the only 

persons who suffer from PTSD. Victims 

of rape, child abuse and other distressing 

occurrences can all develop the disorder. 

Research shows that the great majority 

of public mental health clients have been 

exposed to trauma. Residents of commu-

nities with high rates of street violence, 

alcoholism and substance abuse are es-

pecially at risk. Stressors they encounter 

daily can make it difficult to recover from 

a horrifying event or series of events.

Few social workers fully embrace the 

importance of assessing for and treating 

trauma in their clients outside of mental 

health settings. Many routinely deal with 

clients’ depression, addictions or major 

medical problems without discovering 

a co-morbid history of physical, sexual, 

psychological or institutional abuse. Cli-

ents may disclose such histories repeat-

edly to multiple caseworkers or clinicians 

in the course of seeking treatment in 

different service settings, leading, poten-

tially, to re-traumatization.
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n 1980, the American Psychiatric Association added post-traumatic stress 

disorder to the third edition of its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 

Disorders. Before then, soldiers with PTSD symptoms were often disparaged as 

cowards. Our understanding of trauma has evolved dramatically in the past 30 

years. Now the School of Social Work has reoriented the MSW curriculum to 

give trauma and related issues a more central position.

I

As it marks its 75th year, changes in 

the curriculum will place the School of 

Social Work in the vanguard of social 

work education, blazing a path that 

professionals and other institutions can 

follow in a world where it’s increasingly 

clear that a trauma-informed and human 

rights perspective is crucial in deliver-

ing effective and compassionate human 

services. The School of Social Work has 

revised its MSW curriculum to provide 

students with the knowledge and skills 

they need to evaluate the underlying role 

of trauma in most social work practice. 

The new curriculum will prepare gradu-

ates with the understanding they need to 

formulate trauma-informed interventions 

across systems with a clear understand-

ing of human rights. Importantly, courses 

in the revised foundation and advanced 

curriculum stress the importance of hu-

man rights, introducing students to the 

needs of client populations that include 

large numbers of victims of human rights 

violations.

“Students still will be focusing on 

various populations and settings that are 

of interest to them, but they will bring 

this lens and understanding to their 

social work,” says Dean Nancy Smyth. 

“It’s a paradigm shift. It just adds a layer 

of understanding that wasn’t there before, 

and it has significant implications for 

policy and program development within 

human services and education.

“When we’ve shared this with people 

nationally and internationally as we’ve 

started to make these changes, we’ve 

received very positive feedback,” Smyth 

adds. “My guess is that 20 years from 

now, many of these concepts will have 

become mainstream, but they’re not right 

now. There is a large volume of research 

that has now emerged to indicate that 

the populations that are served in almost 

all social work settings have very high 

rates of trauma exposure. Yet that’s often 

missed as a significant concern, both 

clinically and in terms of the design of 

programs and policies.” 
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trauma and human rights, 
and Why they matter

The description in a 1972 New York 

Times story of one Vietnam veteran’s 

frightening experiences was typical of 

what doctors at the time were seeing 

among soldiers coming home from Asia: 

“Steve stiffened, looked around fearfully, 

and thought, ‘These people all look alike. 

How do I know who’s friend and who’s 

enemy?’ Then he shook himself, remem-

bering: ‘They are all your friends. This is 

Times Square, U.S.A.’ Eighteen months 

after a nonpsychiatric discharge following 

four years of Marine combat duty in ‘The 

Nam,’ Steve still suffers unpredictable 

episodes of terror and disorientation.”

According to Sue Green, ’88, co-chair 

of the new course on trauma and human 

rights, recent research demonstrates that 

exposure to trauma is common among 

social work clients. Three quarters of 

those in substance abuse treatment report 

abuse and trauma histories. In the late 

1990s, researchers found that a stagger-

ing 97 percent of homeless women with 

mental illness had experienced severe 

physical or sexual abuse, with 87 percent 

of that population suffering this abuse 

both as children and adults.

Supported by research, the faculty 

three quarters of those in substance abuse treatment report abuse 

and trauma histories, according to sue green. in the late 1990s, 

researchers found that a staggering 97 percent of homeless women 

with mental illness had experienced severe physical or sexual abuse, 

with 87 percent suffering this abuse both as children and adults.

ncoming students read “A Long Way Gone: Mem-
oirs of a Boy Soldier,” a book detailing the life of a 
young man who struggles to regain his humanity 

after committing and falling victim to atrocities as a boy 
soldier in Sierra Leone to help them come up to speed 
on trauma issues.  Faculty members have integrated core 
concepts of trauma and human rights into most classes 
across the curriculum.  An introductory advanced cur-
riculum course provides an overview with lectures by 
multiple faculty on the relevance of trauma and human 
rights to arenas of practice, as well as across communi-
ties and populations. Field education partners have been 
involved in developing trauma-informed practices mod-
els with attention to human rights.

developed a curriculum that explores 

the impact of trauma when it is not the 

focus of treatment. Green puts it this way: 

“What’s clear is that we are re-victimizing 

or re-traumatizing individuals—not even 

purposely or consciously.” Green contin-

ues, “Somebody who comes to an agency 

or hospital setting for the first time often 

has to go through two if not four people 

before they finally see the specialist, 

therapist or doctor. Having to retell one’s 

story over and over again is a possible 

re-traumatization for that person. What 

makes us different as a School of Social 

Work is that we are heightening our 

awareness and knowledge base around 

how to do business in a more user-friend-

ly way,” especially in the context of subtle 

stressors that can exacerbate trauma and 

violations of human rights experiences. 

The revision of the MSW curricu-

lum was a natural step for the School of 

Social Work, in keeping with its history 

of educational innovation. A trauma 

counseling certificate program for human 

services professionals has been in place 

since 2000, before crises such as the 9/11 

terrorist attacks and the 2004 tsunamis 

drew public attention to extreme events 

and the challenges of recovery. 

I



The curriculum change arose in part 

from discussions surrounding reac-

creditation, during which the faculty 

expressed a desire to structure education 

around a core theme without limit-

ing students’ opportunities to develop 

a course of study in the advanced year 

that prepares them for work with clients 

across a wide variety of problems. 

Trauma and human rights perspectives 

stood out as a unifying framework. 

Central to the new curriculum is the 

role of preserving human rights—rights to 

basic needs such as food, shelter, cloth-

ing, education and health care, along with 

rights to dignity, privacy and opportunities 

to achieve one’s potential—in a person’s 

ability to navigate through difficult life 

experiences. Understanding the intersec-

tion between human rights violations and 

trauma made knowledge of each critical.

 Human rights perspective is central 

to coursework and field experiences at 

both national and global levels. The cur-

riculum explores human rights violations 

as a reflection of policies or belief systems 

that occur across a broad range of settings 

and places. Covered are differing ideas 

about individual and women’s rights, sys-

tematic oppression of groups, atrocities in 

war zones, denial of access to basic needs, 

services, health care or education that 

make it more likely for stressful events to 

become traumatic for some or compro-

mise recovery from trauma for others.

 “When people are traumatized, 

invariably some of those rights, if not 

many of them, are violated,” Smyth says. 

“The value of a human rights perspective 

is that it adds a layer of global and policy 

perspective. Together, the concepts of hu-

man rights and trauma complement each 

other very well.”

in the Field
Today, few people would deride veterans 

with PTSD as cowards. But for other 

trauma victims, many of the old, damag-

ing dictums still exist. Drug addicts who 

cannot overcome cravings are weak; 

people preoccupied by traumatic events 

that happened long ago are overly sensi-

tive. “Why do you hang on to the past?” 

friends and even family members might 

ask. Likewise, health professionals un-

aware of a patient’s sexual trauma history 

might see resistance to being touched as 

attention-seeking or acting-out behav-

iors. To enable students to see first-hand 

how an understanding of trauma leads to 

improved services, the School of Social 

Work, in conjunction with its curriculum 

revision, is strengthening old partner-

ships and building new ones with agen-

cies that emphasize human rights and 

practice trauma-informed care.

CMH Counseling, a nonprofit on W. 

Utica Street in Buffalo where some MSW 

students are placed, is one such organiza-

tion. Consider a woman who comes for 

counseling who witnessed frequent and 

sustained violence in her neighborhood. 

As a result, she has trouble sleeping. 

She experiences excessive anxiety and 

a depressed mood. Interactions with 

a controlling and abusive boss trigger 

defensive irritability and problems on the 

job. A social worker without a trauma-

informed perspective might diagnose 

depression, recommend a medication 

consultation to combat symptoms while 

ignoring the trauma she underwent.

“The symptoms of trauma mimic the 

symptoms of so many other conditions—

depression, low self-esteem, eating dis-

orders, psychosis, relationship problems, 

especially regarding trust and intimacy,” 

says Craig Austin, ’82, a licensed clinical 

“my guess is that 20 years from now, many of these concepts 

will have become mainstream, but they’re not right now. there 

is a large volume of research that has now emerged to indicate 

that the populations that are served in almost all social work 

settings have very high rates of trauma exposure. ”

 -nancy smyth
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Extreme Events
In modern times, mass trauma has captured the pub-
lic’s attention through such events as the Sept. 11 ter-
rorist attacks and the hysteria in the 1980s and 1990s 
surrounding child abuse allegations. It is a phenom-
enon that School of Social Work faculty member Lisa 
Butler knows a lot about.

lisa butler Puts trauma under the microscoPe

social worker at CMH Counseling who 

helped the School of Social Work develop 

its trauma counseling certificate program. 

“Someone could just treat those symp-

toms and never get to the core of the mat-

ter, which is that these are all symptoms 

of a traumatic reaction. It’s like treating a 

wound by putting a Band-Aid on it.”

Austin is firm on the issue: “It’s kind 

of an insult if we don’t get to the trauma 

piece, because then we say clients have 

a disorder. There may be clinicians out 

there who feel they’re not equipped to 

deal with trauma—‘I can’t address that, I 

can’t do that kind of work’—but they’re 

just not educated enough on it.”

Creating a comfortable environment 

to help traumatized clients feel safe has 

established CMH Counseling as a place 

where trauma victims can feel at ease. 

Classical music plays in the waiting room. 

Magazines such as National Geographic, 

Architectural Digest and Ladies’ Home 

Journal sit in tall stacks on a wooden cof-

fee table between a three-seat, cloth, rose-

colored couch and two green armchairs 

with Queen Anne legs. Floor lamps and 

sunlight brighten the room. It’s not just 

some sterile imitation of a living room.

“People come in, and they feel like 

they’re at home,” says Judy Breny, ’92, 

another licensed clinical social worker at 

CMH Counseling.

“I had a client who had PTSD,” Breny 

says, “who talked about how her life was 

so barren that she would drive past a 

crossing guard in Buffalo because that 

woman would greet her, because that was 

the only friendly face she knew—until 

she came here. Our receptionist greeted 

her with a smile, ‘Oh, we’re so glad to see 

you,’ and she felt so well-received. She 

was in tears telling me. Not until this 

experience had she felt so welcome and 

so well-regarded. So that’s part of what 

“When people are traumatized, invariably some of those 

rights, if not many of them, are violated,” smyth says. “the 

value of a human rights perspective is that it adds a layer 

of global and policy perspective. together, the concepts of 

human rights and trauma complement each other very well.”
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we believe makes the difference.”

The revised curriculum empowers 

social workers to challenge hierarchi-

cal models of care in which clients are 

ordered to follow strict regimens and 

are penalized for failing to comply, says 

Deborah Waldrop, co-chair with Green 

on the trauma and human rights course. 

This more progressive approach involves 

shared power; instead of directing clients 

on what to do, social workers facilitate 

planning steps to improve lives, and col-

laborate on ways that encourage follow-

through on goals. Agencies that practice 

trauma-informed care recognize that col-

laborative treatment that preserves self- 

here’s a Way in Which the Whole toPic of 

trauma has become so much more present in the common 

vocabulary, the common thinking, and for good reason: it’s 

important,” says Butler, a nationally recognized trauma research-

er who joined the School of Social Work this year. “It’s meaning-

ful. And it’s always intriguing how people respond, and why they 

respond, and what they can do to recover from these profoundly 

life-altering events.”

UB hired Butler in January to expand the university’s ex-

pertise in extreme events, one of eight academic strengths the 

institution is looking to build as part of its UB 2020 long-range 

strategic plan.

Since earning her PhD in psychology in 1993 at Stanford 

University, Butler, an associate professor, has studied topics 

ranging from the impact of emotional support for women with 

metastatic or recurrent breast cancer to the effects of hypno-

sis on reducing the distress and duration of invasive medical 

procedures for children. She is the type of scholar who has the 

ability to examine topics on a microlevel without losing sight of 

the bigger picture—how the results of any one study fit into a 

field of inquiry as a whole. In the past decade, she has served as 

a reviewer for 22 professional journals, including the American 

Journal of Psychiatry, the Journal of Child Sexual Abuse and the 

Journal of Psychological Trauma.

The School of Social Work’s focus on trauma was part of what 

appealed to Butler about UB. She came to Buffalo from Stanford, 

where she built a successful career as a senior researcher in the 

medical school. Though her work in California was rewarding, 

she was ready to move on to a faculty position that would allow 

her to continue her research while devoting more time to teach-

ing and mentoring young scholars.

“I applied because I saw a listing for a UB 2020 extreme 

events position,” Butler says. “It was a job that specifically valued 

trauma research, and those jobs are hard to come by. My research 

seemed very compatible with a lot of values here, and I guess 

people here felt that way, too.”  (continued on next page)

“t
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determination and the right to dignity is 

critical for those who have already been 

subject to human rights violations. 

“No one likes to be treated with dis-

respect, and if you have people who are 

unstable emotionally, you’re just throw-

ing firecrackers in their face when you 

criticize them or embarrass them,” says 

Jim Wells, executive director of the John 

Howard Society of Niagara, a Canadian 

nonprofit that promotes effective, just 

and humane responses to crime and its 

causes. Activities include supervising in-

dividuals released on bail to ensure they 

participate in programs such as addiction 

treatment that can steer them toward a 

healthy lifestyle.

The School of Social Work places 

students at the Canadian organization, 

drawn by the group’s devotion to justice 

and human rights. The society must 

report clients to the court system when 

they fail to meet the terms of their release 
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butler’s interest in trauma stems from early 

in her career. One subject she approached with fascination 

as a doctoral student was experiential discontinuities: how 

humans respond to anomalous experiences, and why. That line 

of inquiry led her to trauma. She became interested, she says, in 

how people process and come to terms with events that “violate 

expectations about your place in the world or the safety of the 

world or how people treat you, or how you feel about yourself.”

She is interested not only in pathological dissociation, but 

also in what she calls “normative 

dissociation”: daydreaming, fantasiz-

ing, becoming intensely absorbed in 

one activity, or otherwise dissociating 

in everyday life. Butler has argued 

that learning about normative dis-

sociation can inform understanding 

of pathological dissociation, the type 

associated with trauma victims. 

As a postdoctoral fellow at Stanford, Butler worked with 

psychiatrist David Spiegel, a world-renowned expert in trauma 

and dissociation. 

In a recent project, Butler explored the trauma of the Sept. 

11 attacks. Through a national study, she and fellow research-

ers examined posttraumatic resilience and growth following the 

events of 2001.

They found that people who developed less negative world 

views and had access to stronger social 

networks were more likely to recover or 

“bounce back” quickly after the terrorist 

attacks. Other predictors of resiliency 

included less media exposure—people 

who watched repeated images of calamity 

tended to become more distressed—and 

a willingness to express sadness or pain 

on bail, but in counseling sessions, social 

workers do not fixate on punitive mea-

sures. They work, instead, to help clients 

realize they have the power to make posi-

tive choices and changes. The mission of 

the bail supervision program, Wells says, 

is to provide economic and psychological 

support to help people transform their 

lives by learning to deal with addictions, 

finding employment or getting an educa-

tion or technical training.

“For us,” Wells says, “there are two 

approaches that we could take. One is 

to shake our finger at them. And they’ve 

had lots of people shake their fingers at 

them. So instead, we try to deal with their 

denial—their belief that their lives are 

Ok—and get them to take the first steps 

in trying to rebuild or recreate their life.” 

The John Howard Society’s long history as 

human rights advocates and reformers is a 

good complement to the revised curricu-

lum that sees advocacy and trauma-in-

formed practice as intricately connected.

 

the coming years
Social work education and practice do 

not always reflect the body of evidence 

supporting the benefits of a trauma-

informed perspective in providing care. 

Organizations such as CMH Counseling 

and the John Howard Society that tailor 

programs for a client population that 

includes large numbers of trauma victims 

are still relatively rare. As School of Social 

Work MSW students and graduates en-

gage clients and contribute to policy-mak-

ing, their articulation of trauma-informed 

and human rights perspective practice will 

help to transform fields of practice.

Michael Weiner, president of the 

United Way of Buffalo and Erie County, 

appropriately notes, “It is vitally impor-

tant for social workers to understand 

trauma and human rights issues and their 

ramifications for consumers. Any thera-

peutic approach must take into account 

the totality of a consumer’s experience, 

and trauma is often a component of an 

individual’s presenting issue. Inculcating 

a thorough knowledge of and sensitiv-

ity to trauma and human rights issues 

in social work students is essential in 

a comprehensive, holistic social work 

program—for the sake of the students 



the revised curriculum empowers social workers to 

challenge hierarchical models of care in which clients are 

ordered to follow strict regimens and are penalized for 

failing to comply.

rather than suppress such feelings.

For other people, the trauma of 9/11 was very difficult. Even among this population, 

however, the study’s results carried good news. Some participants reported that despite 

initial setbacks, they experienced positive life changes, such as improved relationships, 

increased spirituality or an increased perception of their own strength.

The findings reflect a truth that Butler and others have discovered over and over 

again in studies of trauma: Even the worst experiences can, in some ways, be a source of 

strength.

“People have been struggling with personal trauma since the beginning of time,” But-

ler says. “The two world wars of the 20th century, plus countless other conflicts around 

the world, as well as terrorism and natural disasters, including the tsunami, are only 

some of the examples. It’s particularly important in social work to recognize that the vast 

majority of people get through these experiences relatively well, and I think there are a 

great many things we can do to enhance people’s strengths and ability to cope well.

“In my view,” she says, “looking at resilience and growth following something as shat-

tering as 9/11, is, in a way, positive psychology meeting trauma psychology. It’s a way of 

finding something good in what happened.”—C.H.   

and for the sake of the people they will 

ultimately serve.”

To nurture relationships with commu-

nity partners, the school plans to develop 

a field education consortium comprising 

faculty, staff, clients and representatives 

of community organizations. Members 

will help the school refine its curricu-

lum, weighing in on the utility of class 

assignments and helping to identify skills, 

practice behaviors and organizational 

characteristics of agencies and profes-

sionals that bring a trauma-informed and 

human rights perspective to social work 

practice. Colloquia and annual network-

ing meetings will bring stakeholders to-

gether to engage in dialogue and training 

centered on trauma and human rights.

For the School of Social Work, this 

year’s changes are in keeping with the 

school’s tradition as an innovator in 

social work education.  

The School of Social Work podcast series 

currently offers 10 episodes devoted to 

trauma and human rights issues. You can 

access the podcast series from the school 

Web site (www.socialwork.buffalo.edu) by 

clicking on the Living Proof podcast icon at 

the bottom left corner of the home page. 

The episodes average 30-40 minutes each.

With more than 10,000 national and inter-

national downloads to date, the podcast 

series has evolved into an important re-

source for those interested in trauma and 

human rights issues.  

Trauma-related episodes include national 

experts such as Sandra Bloom, MD, of Drex-

el University, presenting “The Sanctuary 

Model: A Trauma-Informed Approach to 

Treatment and Services,” Shelly Wiechelt, 

PhD, University of Maryland, Baltimore, on 

“Cultural and Historical Trauma: Affecting 

Lives for Generations,” and Harold Kudler, 

MD, of Duke University Medical Center and 

the Durham Veterans Affairs Medical Cen-

ter, talking about “Helping Veterans and 

Their Families Succeed: Current Research 

and Practice Guidelines in Management of 

Traumatic Stress.”

Podcast episodes in the collection concern-

ing social work and various trauma and 

human rights matters are: 1, 10, 11, and 13, 

on issues arising from systematic oppres-

sion; 15 and 28, on disaster responses; 17 

and 22, on the challenges of 

coping with HIV and health 

care disparities; and 27 and 

32, on issues concerning vet-

erans coping with post-war 

experiences. 

Listen to  
the experts
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THE WALL OF DONORS HELPS US TO REFLECT 

on our past as we look to the future. It reminds us of the 

pioneering men and women who shaped our beginnings and the 

many persons who have since contributed to our expanding influ-

ence in the community, the state and the nation. Our committed 

donors support our faculty, our students and our graduates—all 

living proof that social workers make a difference. 

 This issue of Mosaics has its own recognition wall on the fol-

lowing pages, listing donors who made gifts to the school over the 

past year. Whether those listed here are first-time givers or yearly 

donors, each has a special story to tell about why the School of 

Social Work matters to them. I have had the privilege of meeting 

with many of our supporters over the years to hear the ways they 

are connected to the school, how they value the profession, and 

how much they recognize the importance of being active contrib-

utors to the future of social work.  As we consider the future of the 

school, we know we can rely on our faculty, alumni and friends to 

provide generous support to the future of the profession.  

 It was in recognition of the 75th anniversary of the founding 

of the school that we launched our 75th Anniversary Scholarship 

Fund.  More than half of our master students and all our doctoral 

students need financial help to complete their studies.  Because 

of your generosity and commitment to educating social workers, 

one-third of the $50,000 endowment needed for the scholar-
mantha saleh-Wyse 
director oF deVeloPment
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To our alumni family,  
friends and supporters:

ship fund was raised through 75th Anniversary Gala ticket and 

sponsorship sales. With your continuing support, we anticipate 

awarding a 75th Anniversary Alumni Scholarship annually to 

a deserving student as living demonstration of the legacy of the 

School of Social Work making a difference in the communities in 

which we practice.  

 We all knew our gala event would be festive. We are gratified 

that it showed the degree of commitment of our friends and sup-

porters to increasing both the size and number of scholarships for 

our students. I am confident that we—all of us together—see the 

importance of investing in their future.

 As director of development, it is my privilege to be respon-

sible for generating support for the School of Social Work by 

involving alumni and friends in opportunities such as this to 

strengthen the school. I am honored to report that your generos-

ity is making a difference 

 If you are interested in seeing the 75th Anniversary Alumni 

Scholarship Fund grow, or if you would like to contribute to 

scholarship, please contact me at 881-8206 or mds27@buffalo.

With thanks to all,

This has been an exciting fall for the School of Social Work.  
We unveiled our Wall of Donors on Oct. 1 and our 75th anniversary 
celebrations culminated with a gala three weeks later.

d e V e l o P m e n t  n e W s
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leadership society
robert Wood Johnson Foundation 

benjamin lyndon circle
mr. and mrs. Paul r. bailey 
dr. susan m. b. nochajski and dr. 
thomas h. nochajski
mrs. Pauline s. riemer ’57 
the Foundation for 
 Jewish Philanthropies 
the laughlin Family 

elizabeth harvey society
ms. mary Frances danner ’63 
mr. and mrs. cosimo d. mautone ’67 
mrs. Kirsten m. milbrath ’72 
dr. barbara rittner  
 and mr. Peter h. rittner 
dr. nancy J. smyth 
mr. and mrs. robert e. touhsaent 
mr. and mrs. alan h. Vogt ’84

dean’s circle
ms. Karen a. aschenbrenner ’77,  
 and mr. robert c. boneberg ’76
dr. catherine n. dulmus ’91 
exxon mobil Foundation 
mr. and mrs. norman Furman ’85 
mr. John m. laping  
 and dr. toby Fink laping ’63

blue club
mrs. betty W. gaines ’51 
dr. danis J. gehl  
 and mr. scott W. gehl
ms. Kathryn Kendall  
 and ms. elaine hammond ’95 
mr. and mrs. James m. sampson

White club
mr. and mrs. anthony antonucci ’75
ms. rona sue bartelstone
mr. and mrs. James J. beardi ’84 
dr. and mrs. timothy c. callan ’03 
mr. david m. meinzer  
 and ms. catherine a. carfagna
mrs. cynthia g. cassidy-gould ’87
mr. John r. castellani ’98
mr. and mrs. James l. coles ’74
mrs. marian e. corsi ’84 
ms. laurel s. daise ’97 
mr. robert deisz Jr. ’93  
 and dr. Joan a. Vivona
mrs. Judith c. diamond ’67 
mr. and mrs. Jay W. elliott
ms. lesa l. Fichte 
mrs. norma c. Frech
mrs. mary g. giangreco
ms. amy m. gorman ’94 
ms. carola haberly 
ms. gayle a. hanley ’83 
mrs. tamara b. harris ’70 
ms. debra d. height ’02 
ms. mary m. horrigan ’66 
ms. mary Ker ’95 
dr. Kathleen a. Kost 
mr. and mrs. James d. lawson ’70
ms. Phyllis a. lemoine
ms. nancy a. macdonald
mr. and mrs. zygmunt malowicki ’77 
ms. lillis c. mclean ’85 
mr. michael J. miller ’05 
mrs. carol g. o’connor ’83
ms. rita u. Parrotte
dr. robert m. silverman  
 and dr. Kelly l. Patterson
dr. michael d. Paulus ’88 
mr. dean F. Priore ’83  
 and ms. Judith m. rand

Honor Roll of Support

gift levels

ms. georgeann W. redman ’65 
mr. William h. ridley iii 
mr. gabriel t. russo ’67 
ms. marian satriani 
mr. and mrs. larry J. skerker 
ms. Joann speight ’06 
dr. sandra r. Wexler 

loyalty gift
ms. laurie a. ackles ’06 
ms. laura J. amor ’89 
mr. milton anglin 
ms. elizabeth a. armes ’88 
ms. deborah F. arnet ’04 
ms. margaret a. awald ’87 
ms. donna Phillips baker ’82 
ms. linda l. baker ’94 
mrs. carolyn J. barone ’65 
ms. b. Joanne beggs ’98 
dr. and mrs. howard W. benatovich 
ms. heidi e. billittier 
mrs. carolyn e. bishop 
ms. Patrice m. bohn ’06 
ms. cathy Fleder bowers
mrs. Pidge c. bower ’69 
mrs. georgia s. bradley ’88 
miss Virginia a. brady ’67 
mr. and mrs. daniel J. brown ’83 
ms. Joan m. brown ’05 
mrs. linda c. brown ’73 
ms. susan c. budney ’02 
ms. barbara J. burns ’98  
 and dr. Julie a. baker
mrs. tracie a. bussi ’97 
ms. Karla c. button ’88 
ms. christine m. bylewski ’77 
mr. gregor l. calender ’52 
mr. James s. cameron ’61 
mr. duncan campbell ’70 
dr. mary b. carney ’86 

leadership society niles carpenter circle benjamin lyndon circle elizabeth harvey society
$10,000+ $5,000-9,999 $2,500-4,999 $1,000-2,499

dean’s circle blue club White club loyalty gift
$500-999 $250-499 $100-249 to $99

mr. todd m. chard ’07 
mrs. lucille s. cole 
mrs. Jeanne a. coleman-calloway ’77 
mrs. Janice a. collins 
mr. dennis m. conheady ’67 
ms. marjorie a. connors ’60 
mrs. april m. cooper ’78 
ms. yvonne corley ’01 
miss mary lou costanzo ’63 
mr. and mrs. andrew V. coughlin Jr. ’71 
mr. and mrs. alexander craig ’92
ms. stephanie e. craig ’92 
mrs. amy m. crocker ’96 
reverend James c. croglio ’92 
mr. and mrs. steven P. curvin ’97 
miss ruth i. dawson ’68 
mr. and mrs. tom a. de Francesco ’77 
mr. g. robert dean ’60 
reverend timothy W. deeks ’87  
 and ms. linda e. deeks
ms. tonya l. delige ’00 
ms. barbara a. demerest ’78 
miss deborah c. derry ’87 
mr. thomas g. dietz ’91 
mrs. latonya J. diggs ’00 
mrs. linda J. dinger ’80 
lieutenant colonel ralph disanto 
 ’51 and mrs. harriet l. disanto  
mrs. carrie m. divine ’85 
ms. Kim m. donoghue ’91 
mr. Pasquale s. d’orazio ’89 
dr. and mrs. James a. duncavage ’70 
ms. margaret dunn ’89 
ms. Patricia eichorn ’05 
ms. sara g. ellison ’99 
mr. Jerome m. endres ’66 
mr. Philip r. endress ’77 
mr. and ms. christopher l. epstein ’94 
mr. Joseph P. Farago ’74 
ms. molly J. Faulk ’02 

Class years are for MSW graduates.



 

mrs. Jane F. Ferraro ’03 
mr. and mrs. charles Ferrigno ’87 
miss roberta J. Finkelstein
mrs. allene h. Fissler ’66 
ms. sandy J. Flynn
mr. and mrs. William m. Flynn ’87 
miss Karen h. Forbes ’86 
mrs. christa m. Foschio-bebak ’01 
mrs. elizabeth s. Frederick ’79 
ms. Jennifer Frimpong ’01
ms. nancy d. Fultz ’90
mr. Joseph Parana  
 and ms. teresa Fundalinski
dr. gentre l. garmon ’71 
ms. Karena eve gayadeen ’07 
mr. albert e. gentle ’77 
ms. siobhan m. ginnane ’97 
mrs. ina c. ginsberg
mr. and mrs. e. Joseph giroux Jr. ’75 
ms. Jeanne m. glair ’76 
ms. ellen c. glanowski ’07 
ms. laura gail goldberg ’68 
ms. dale i. goldstein
ms. Judith l. haberman golden ’74 
mrs. lynn a. gottler ’87 
ms. mary P. grace ’94 
miss dana m. grenier ’02 
Mr. and Ms. Steven E. Griffis ’90 
ms. constance a. gulino ’89 
mr. and mrs. robert W. gundlach ’52 
ms. barbara J. harris ’90 
mrs. margaret K. hauser ’73 
ms. mary hayes ’05 
mr. Keith a. hayman ’59 
mr. and mrs. dennis P. heffern ’97 
mr. michael d. hellman ’05 
ms. elizabeth henneberg ’93 
ms. Kathleen a. hentz ’90 
mrs. anne e. herod
mrs. merle l. hornstein ’70 
ms. ann l. howles ’06 
reverend Janet m. hubbard ’99  
 and reverend langdon hubbard
mr. eric a. hubner ’97 
ms. nancy l. imhoff ’84 
ms. constance g. James ’94 
ms. Kirsten l. Jarecki ’87 
mr. steven e. Jeffrey ’91 
ms. sharon Jennings ’02 
mrs. nadine a. Jensen ’88 
mr. robert m. Juba ’93 
mr. and mrs. neil Katz ’86 

mr. murray l. Kaufman ’66 
ms. laura a. Keller ’95 
ms. nancy m. Kells ’91 
ellen and tim Kennedy 
dr. and mrs. shannon e. Kincaid 
dr. and mrs. ray michael Kirsch 
ms. arlene P. Klaif ’77 
mrs. gail s. Kleinman ’73 
miss margaret m. Klipfel ’63 
ms. maria Kocialski ’01 
mr. and mrs. Joseph J. Kody ’88 
ms. laurie Weidman Kodritch
ms. betty K. Kuhn ’81 
ms. marion Kulik ’66 
mr. and mrs. loren d. Kumm 
mr. gordon y. Kwok 
mrs. sarah e. larson ’88 
mrs. mary K. lee ’04 
mr. and mrs. anthony J. lewis 
mr. Paul lippa ’75 
ms. sandra e. lomker ’88 
mrs. gloria c. longo
mrs. betty l. Wilson lovett ’87 
mrs. helen P. lowell
mr. and mrs. robert h. lucas ’67 
mr. and ms. mark J. ludwig ’89 
dr. elaine m. maccio ’98 
ms. rebecca h. mack ’92 
dr. James a. macKenzie ’67 
mr. michael F. macWilliams ’75 
mrs. Joan a. magin ’90
dr. clifford r. mahler  
 and dr. ronnie b. mahler ’72
mr. edmund malits ’58 
ms. Pamela maryanski ’05 
mr. and mrs. gary W. masline ’73 
mr. arthur h. mason ’89 
mr. anthony J. massaro ’02 
mr. and mrs. george J. maturi 
ms. lillie m. maynard-Washington 
mr. ross e. mccarthy ’63 
mr. drew stephan mendoza 
ms. roselind a. mercurio ’57 
mrs. raquel h. monk ’71 
ms. sara c. montz ’80 
dr. mark glosenger  
 and mrs. lorraine V. moran ’82
mr. and mrs. michael m. moran ’63 
mr. lawrence g. Flood  
 and ms. carolyn m. morell ’94
ms. Fern m. moskowitz ’72 
miss sara a. murphy ’67 

ms. Karen naeser ’05 
mr. and mrs. robert W. nelson ’73 
ms. aimee l. neri ’06 
ms. ann e. oakes ’85 
dr. and mrs. robert W. okowitz ’76 
ms. michelle l. olandese ’98 
ms. debra J. orosz ’93 
ms. June leclaire  
 and mr. bernard orzel ’54
ms. diane Page 
mrs. maree l. Painter-benedict ’71 
ms. claire e. Parker ’02 
mr. michael a. Parsnick ’77 
mr. Frederick a. Perra ’67 
mrs. lora l. Perreault ’91 
mrs. Judith a. Kaplan Polsky ’77 
dr. and mrs. bertram a. Portin ’68 
mr. gerald e. Powers ’67 
ms. Patricia b. Prusak ’98 
ms. helen Pundurs ’95 
ms. Kathleen m. reddish ’00 
colonel Wallace d. redman ’42 
miss laurie a. rennie ’89 
mr. and mrs. carlos c. reyes ’75 
ms. christine a. richardson 
mrs. barbara a. rickard ’77 
ms. Virginia m. riedman ’02 
mr. and mrs. Frank J. riga ’67 
ms. margaret l. rizzo ’95 
ms. susan l. roberts ’04 
mrs. anne s. rogers 
ms. eileen m. lawton rogers ’94 
ms. eileen l. rogers 
mrs. gretchen l. roop
ms. sharon Wetmore rosati ’93 
mrs. Jeannette K. rosenbaum 
mrs. Judith m. roth ’89 
mr. and mrs. John P. rupainis ’70 
ms. elaine ryan ’02 
mr. Vernon c. saeger
ms. lucy sanchez-burczak ’75 
mrs. donna m. saskowski ’97 
mr. and mrs. Kenneth a. sass ’83 
ms. Kim lewis schepart ’07 
mr. thomas J. schierer ’72 
ms. Patricia a. schmelzer ’05 
mr. robert s. schwartz ’77  
 and ms. estelle h. brickner ’77
mr. david s. shawlson ’79 
dr. edmund a. sherman Jr. 
mrs. amyann P. sicienski ’00 
Ms. Arlene E. Siconolfi

hon. carolyn a. siegel ’99 
mr. Philip b. sipos 
major and mrs. stephen P.  
 skibinski ’80 
miss dawn m. skowronski ’84 
mrs. Virginia e. smaczniak ’85 
commander idelle P. smith ’72 
ms. margaret r. smith ’94 
mr. michael F. smyton ’01 
mr. thomas g. soule ’91 
ms. darla spafford-davis ’99 
mrs. alice r. spear ’84 
mr. Joseph g. spring 
ms. mary m. steenberg ’01 
ms. catherine a. stephan ’98 
ms. laurel a. stephens ’03 
mrs. ellyn g. stevenson ’73 
ms. ann m. still 
mr. John c. stimmel ’61 
mrs. gail sunshine-may ’91 
mrs. michelle m. sweeney ’87 
mr. and mrs. george a. tapia ’02 
miss Patricia J. tedesco ’85 
mr. Paul r. thompson ’80 
mr. and mrs. charles g. tresca 
mrs. audrey J. tucker ’68 
mr. and ms. William K. tupper ’76 
ms. rita m. turkiewicz ’04 
ms. lynne s. Vallone ’80 
mr. edo g. Vander Kooy ’77  
 and ms. beverly r. Vander Kooy 
mrs. ellen K. VanderWilt 
mrs. sharon m. Vincent ’71 
mr. howard J. Walter ’75
mr. anthony Joseph Walters ’90 
ms. brandy a. Weber ’99 
mr. melvin Jay Weinstein ’69 
ms. marlene J. Weller ’86 
mr. raymond t. Welsh ’65
dr. Jim swan and  
 dr. elisabeth a. Weston ’95
ms. caren Whaley ’93 
mrs. louise P. Whitney ’70 
dr. and mrs. leon l. Wiggin
mr. robert m. Williams ’92 
ms. elizabeth m. Woike ’04 
ms. Jean Kiefer Wood ’93 
mr. and mrs. lewis r. Woodham ’61 
mr. and mrs. Peter J. zimmermann ’66 
ms. sheila a. zwick ’97 
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HE RITTNERS’ PATH from the University of Connecticut, where 

Peter was a graduate student in English and Barbara had just fin-

ished her undergraduate degree, didn’t point toward Buffalo the day 

in 1970 he took an empty seat next to her in a busy restaurant. 

 They introduced themselves by arguing about the merits of  

E. E. Cummings’ poetry. 

 Peter asked Barbara for a date. They were married nine months 

later in an outdoor ceremony they describe as classic hippie.

 Peter’s antiwar work cost him his graduate stipend and they 

moved to Miami where his family lived. They both worked in 

social services. A few years later, they moved to Massachusetts 

so Peter could scratch an itch to use his MIT training in applied 

mathematics in a job with the computer maker Data General. The 

corporate world wasn’t a perfect fit; three years later they were 

back in Miami. Barbara rose through the ranks of the Florida De-

partment of Social Welfare until she was administering a multi-

million-dollar budget and a staff of 370. Peter found an IT position 

with the University of Miami and started to enjoy his work. 

 Barbara went to graduate school and got hooked on research. 

Now they were academic itinerants. Reno for a year; Buffalo for 

three years; Athens, Ga., for three years, where they went because 

the Buffalo winters were making it increasingly difficult for Peter, 

who had polio as a child, to get around on crutches. And then—

and finally—in 1999, Buffalo again. At each stop, Barbara landed 

the faculty positions; it was easy for Peter to move because he 

worked in a high-demand field.

 They came back to Buffalo and UB (and winters) because 

they missed the place and the school. They made the right deci-

sion. Peter is now assistant dean for educational technology in the 

College of Arts and Sciences, Barbara directs the PhD program 

and is associate dean for external affairs at the School of Social 

Work. It is as if their careers were wound together into a single 

cord connecting them to UB; the diversity and depth of their 

friendships anchor them to Buffalo.

 Their decision to make a legacy gift to the School of Social 

Work is in keeping with the ideals that attracted them to each 

other and that influenced the course of their lives. 

 They both care deeply about social justice and see education 

as a shield against oppression. Barbara says that social work edu-

cation in particular multiplies its good through the practitioner’s 

influence on individual lives that touch other lives and so on, the 

benefit radiating through families, even generations.

 Peter was the first in his family to go to college; he says his 

education was transformative. Barbara considers the opportunity 

to transform the lives of her students a gift that deserves a gift in 

return. 

 So when they began planning a legacy, education was an 

obvious option for leveraging what they could give. But where 

should they invest that support? His alma mater? Hers?

 “There’s a sense that you should give back to the school where 

you were an undergraduate,” Barbara says. “But I spent four years 

there and I’ve spent 13 years here.” 

 They also realized that donors needn’t always give from the 

outside in: “Why can’t you be a faculty member and be a donor?” 

she says they asked themselves. “It doesn’t make any difference 

where you earn your money: it’s where you leave it that matters.” 

 They chose the place they came back to when they settled, the 

place they liked. They chose to leave the material product of their 

lives in the hands of people they know. They’re confident that the 

community of the university they are so fully committed to will 

pass its values—along with their contributions, both moral and 

material—safely to future generations. —J.M. 
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A love story
barbara and Peter rittner’s legacy

When barbara rittner came to buffalo from the university of nevada-reno to interview for a  

position on the faculty of the school of social Work in 1993, her husband, Peter, was invited to inter-

view for a position in ub’s information technology administration. they still appreciate that accommo-

dation for a hopeful assistant professor with exactly one year of teaching experience on her resume. 

 it was the start of a relationship with the ub community that barbara and Peter have now  

arranged to extend beyond their lifetimes with a $1.5 million gift bequest to the school of social Work.

T
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When you go to Amazon.com through the School of Social Work Web site 

to buy a book (or almost anything else), the school will earn a percentage of 

the sale. We think Amazon.com is a great company to partner with because 

books are the heart of their business and the core of education.

Go to www.socialwork.buffalo.edu, click the Amazon.com button at the 

bottom right corner of the home page and follow the directions. It will take 

you to Amazon.com. 

We’ll earn a percentage of any purchase you make. But only when you use 

our Web site to go shopping at Amazon.com. So bookmark our page if you 

haven’t already. And go shopping.

it ’s a Virtuous combination.

go shoPPing,  
suPPort the school

THe SCHooL oF SoCIAL WoRK IS noW An AMAzon.CoM ASSoCIATe PARTneR. 


